SHOTESHAM PARISH COUNCIL

As a result of the request by SNDC that Parishes comment on the proposed boundary changes steps were taken to assess the interest in joining or leaving the area designated as Shotesham Parish Council.

One area, albeit very small, expressed a direct interest in joining Shotesham.

The small collection of properties ...three in total...are shown on the attached maps. They are a part of the Wolfred Green community but are currently within the area designated to Howe.

One householder Mrs Cushion said "She and her neighbours, to whom she had spoken individually, felt they would be better served by being part of Shotesham parish. None felt a pull to Howe."

The community receives the village 'Contact' and are considered by the village as 'villagers'.

Shotesham Parish Council, therefore, requests that the necessary steps are taken to formally bring the three properties within Shotesham Parish.

13th April 2017
The 3 Wolford Green properties.